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I belong to that generation that learned to read in English. All our life, a would always be for apple, or epol,
aypol, apol. Some of us went on to master English. The retreating colonial leg behind a slew of reading
materials. English was in our educational system, in our government, and in the world of business. Our entire
intellectual life and the operations of society was anchored on the primacy of English. On top of all this, there
was the overwhelming influence of media.
I learned Literature in English under the tutelage of great teachers: Edilberto and Edith Tiempo. For these two
writers, it was inconceivable to write in any Filipino language, To their mind, there was no future in Literature
performed in any Filipino language particularly Binisaya. In the 60s and 70s, it was commonplace for parents,
academics to frown on anyone reading Bisaya, Yuhum and Hiligaynon. Bulaklak and Liwayway were tolerated
because it was m Tagalog, the so-called national language. We kids read them in secret, or if we dared flaunt our
lowbrow predilections, we just ignore remarks like "What do you get out of that? Read something better,
something more elevating." I might grossly sum up my attitudes in those days thus: Learn in English, think in
English, write in English. I had resolved even then to keep away from controversies of language. I had the
misguided idea that by writing in English, I was above any language problem since English cut across the entire
nation and was accepted locally and in the whole world.
This seems to be a common affliction among the university-bred. They suffer intellectual isolation from the
homegrown Bisaya culture. Being merely local, Bisaya has not been legitimized and valorized as a proper
subject of inquiry. My own sense of dissociation may have been because I did not grow up in any one place in
the Visayas. 1 was born in Duenas, Iloilo, among speakers of Kinaray-a. But I did not grow up in a Kinaray-aspeaking community. My family was always moving when I was a child. Consequently, I did not grow up in a
hometown, felt no allegiance to my birthplace, having leg it when I was barely five years old. On the other hand
I have adopted several mother languages and cannot lay claim to the one I was born with. However, memory is
more tenacious than one allows. Though I can no longer speak Kinaray-a, I can understand most of it, oral or
written. After all I have never entirely lost my mother tongue.
Through the years, however, I developed an understanding of the importance of mother language, how it shapes
identity, how it bridges and bonds the people using it, how a language blocks the stranger from penetrating into a
world in which they are not welcome, and conversely, how knowing a language enables a person to become part
of a world from which he might have been excluded. There came a point, however, when I began to feel the
inadequacy of English to mirror the life I wanted to tell about in my work. It came to my mind that a Filipino
who writes in English is engaged in the constant act of translation. We have all heard that line, "Lost in
translation." Between one language to another, meanings lose their immediacy or become distorted. Moods,
feelings, nuances spin out of control.
Years after graduate school, I made the acquaintance of some serious Cebuano writers and read some of their
works. I heard new voices redolent with the authentic flavors of life in the countryside as I had encountered it.
The stories and poems told in the lived language of the people had depth and breadth that were harder to achieve
with English. This was in the 80s, that time when the country was reeling from the dying throes of Martial Law. I
have always earned my living as a teacher of English. During these years, I noted the deterioration of English
proficiency among the students. This must be the effect of the shift to bilingualisrn, using Filipino and English as
medium of instruction. Whether learning in general improved with this innovation, I cannot say, but English
proficiency had truly deteriorated, even in Silliman University, that Visayan campus which we could consider to
this day as a bastion of English.

